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Frame 171 - Jackie looking to lift.
Frame 173 - Start turn to right.
JFK start wave.
Frame 200 - Jackie looking at JFK.

Frame 170 to 215 - 45 frames or 2.46 seconds.

1st shot about frame 170
2nd shot 2½ sec later (about frame 215)
3rd shot 5½ seconds later at frame 313.
Exclude 5 frames of unknown identity.

First frame of parade route - #1

Blurred frame before pres. car - #132

1st frame of pres. car - 133

Car bumper touches sign - #174

Edge of sign directs shades - 186

Blurred frame sign edge directs #199

car first protrudes from behind sign - 205

First full face of Kennedy - 222

Frame showing lamp post - 225

Kennedy behind lamp post - 272

End Shot - 313

202

261
\[ \frac{1}{2} \text{ from edge of sign} \quad \text{frame 213} \]
\[ \frac{1}{3} \text{ from edge of sign} \quad \text{frame 215} \]

Jackie turms (starts) 176

Connolly turned from 240 → 313

Connolly could not have been hit in thigh except from fragment of 3rd shot.

Frames: frame 213 to 240

Approx 1 1/2 sec.